Abstract. Given a (smooth) complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds, we prove that the central fibre must be Moishezon if the other fibres are Moishezon. Using a strongly Gauduchon metric on the central fibre whose existence was proved in our previous work on limits of projective manifolds, we show that the irreducible components of the relative Barlet space of divisors contained in the fibres are proper over the base even under the weaker assumption that the ∂∂-lemma hold on all the fibres except, possibly, the central one. This implies that the algebraic dimension of the central fibre cannot be lower than that of the generic fibre. Since the latter is already maximal thanks to the Moishezon assumption, the central fibre must be of maximal algebraic dimension, hence Moishezon.
Introduction
Let π : X → ∆ be a complex analytic (also termed holomorphic) family of compact complex manifolds (in the sense of [Kod86] ) over a ball ∆ about the origin in some C m . This means that X is a complex manifold and π is a proper holomorphic submersion. Thus π is a smooth map in the sense of algebraic geometry and the fibres X t = π −1 (t), t ∈ ∆, are (smooth) compact complex manifolds whose common complex dimension will be denoted by n. On the other hand, recall that a compact complex manifold X is said to be Moishezon if it admits a holomorphic modification (i. e. a holomorphic bimeromorphic map) µ : X → X from some projective manifold X (cf. [Moi67] ). Bringing these two notions together, we set out to prove the following statement. Theorem 1.1 Let π : X → ∆ be a complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds such that X t is Moishezon for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ := ∆ \ {0}. Then X 0 is again Moishezon.
This result generalises our main result of [Pop09] where the same conclusion was obtained under the stronger assumption that X t be projective for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . However, the proof of the present Theorem 1.1 will make crucial use of a special class of Gauduchon metrics that were introduced under the name of strongly Gauduchon metrics in [Pop09] and already played a key role there. Such a metric was shown to exist on X 0 if the ∂∂-lemma was 1 assumed to hold on all the other fibres X t with t ∈ ∆ ⋆ (cf. [Pop09, Proposition 4.1]). One can even find a family (γ t ) t∈∆ , varying in a C ∞ way with t, of strongly Gauduchon metrics on the fibres (X t ) t∈∆ . Such a family enables one to uniformly bound the volumes of the divisors that form an arbitrary irreducible component of the relative Barlet space C n−1 (X/∆) of effective analytic divisors Z t contained in the fibres X t over any compact subset of ∆. It follows that the irreducible components of C n−1 (X/∆) are proper over ∆ in the following sense. Proposition 1.2 Let π : X → ∆ be a complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds such that the ∂∂-lemma holds on X t for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . Then the canonical holomorphic projection µ n−1 : C n−1 (X/∆) → ∆, µ n−1 (Z t ) = t, mapping every divisor Z t ⊂ X t contained in some fibre X t to the base point t ∈ ∆, has the property that its restrictions to the irreducible components of
While the irreducible components of the Barlet space of cycles of arbitrary codimension C(X) need not be compact on a general compact complex manifold X (cf. [Lie78] ), compactness of the irreducible components of the Barlet space C n−1 (X) of divisors of X always holds if X is compact (see e.g. [CP94, Remark 2.18.]). Thus the absolute case of Proposition 1.2 (i.e. when ∆ is reduced to a point) is well-known and no special assumption is necessary. However, the relative counterpart fails in general as shown by an example given by Fujiki and Pontecorvo [FP09] of a family of compact nonKähler complex surfaces of class VII in which the algebraic dimension drops from 1 to 0 on the central fibre. In particular, properness cannot hold for the irreducible components of the relative space of divisors.
1 It is thus owing to the ∂∂-lemma assumption on the fibres above ∆ ⋆ that Proposition 1.2 holds. Notice that, since the only compact complex surfaces on which the ∂∂-lemma holds are the Kähler ones, the family exhibited in [FP09] does not satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 1.2.
Here is how Theorem 1.1 follows from Proposition 1.2. The latter certainly applies to the family considered in the former since the ∂∂-lemma holds on every Moishezon manifold. Properness guarantees that the images of the irreducible components of C n−1 (X/∆) under µ n−1 are analytic subsets of ∆ thanks to Remmert's Proper Mapping Theorem. Let Σ ν ∆, for ν ∈ Z, be those such images (at most countably many) that are strictly contained in ∆. Each Σ ν is thus a proper analytic subset of ∆. Bearing in mind the structure of the irreducible components of the (relative) Barlet space of cycles as described in [Bar75] , we see that every irreducible component S of C n−1 (X/∆)
gives rise to an analytic family (in the sense of [Bar75, Théorème 1, p. 38]) of relative effective divisors (Z s ) s∈S such that Z s ⊂ X µ n−1 (s) for all s ∈ S. We can either have
Let Σ = ν Σ ν ∆. Thus every divisor Z s 0 contained in a fibre X t 0 lying above some point t 0 = µ n−1 (s 0 ) ∈ ∆ \ Σ (call such a fibre generic) stands in an analytic family of divisors (Z s ) s∈S covering the whole base ∆ as in (1) (call these divisors generic), while the exceptional fibres X t (i.e. those above points t ∈ Σ) may have extra divisors (those standing in isolated families satisfying (2)) besides the generic divisors that "sweep" ∆ in families with the property (1).
In other words, properness of the irreducible components of C n−1 (X/∆) ensures that every fibre (in particular X 0 ) has at least as many divisors (the generic ones) as the generic fibres of the family. On the other hand, the algebraic dimension of any fibre X t is the maximal number of effective prime divisors meeting transversally at a generic point of X t (see e.g. [CP94, Remark 2.22]). It follows from the last two assertions that the algebraic dimension of X 0 is ≥ the algebraic dimension of the generic fibre. However, the algebraic dimension of any X t with t = 0 is maximal (i.e. equals the complex dimension n) thanks to the Moishezon assumption (known to be equivalent to the maximality of the algebraic dimension by [Moi67] ). Thus the algebraic dimension of X 0 must be maximal or, equivalently, X 0 must be Moishezon.
The analytic cycle approach adopted in the present work offers an alternative to the Kähler metric approach of [Pop09] when the undertaking is aimed at proving that the limit fibre X 0 is Moishezon. However, the method of [Pop09] relying on singular Morse inequalities will most likely prove vital in a future attack on the standard conjecture predicting that the deformation limit of a holomorphic family of compact Kähler (or merely class C) manifolds is class C. As explained in the introduction to [Pop09] , the only missing link in this direction is Demailly's conjecture on transcendental Morse inequalities.
Proof of Proposition 1.2
To put the result stated in Proposition 1.2 in context, we feel bound to make a few comments. Recall that a compact complex manifold X is said to be in the class C if it admits a holomorphic modification µ : X → X from a compact Kähler manifold X (cf. e.g. [Dem97, chapter VI, §.12]). Class C manifolds were introduced by Fujiki in [Fuj78] as meromorphic images of compact Kähler manifolds ; they were subsequently given the nice description adopted as a definition above by Varouchas in [Var86] . It has been known since the work of Fujiki (see [Fuj78, Theorem 4.9.] ) that the irreducible components of the Barlet space of cycles C(X) of a class C manifold X are compact. (They are even class C by [Cam80, Corollaire 3], but this extra property is immaterial to our purposes here.) As already mentioned, this last property fails if X is merely supposed to be compact (although it holds for divisors), while the class C assumption is the minimal requirement on X that we are aware of ensuring compactness of the irreducible components.
It thus appears natural to conjecture the (more general) relative case.
Conjecture 2.1 Let π : X → ∆ be a complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds such that the fibre X t := π −1 (t) is a class C manifold for every t ∈ ∆. Then the irreducible components of the relative Barlet space C(X/∆) of cycles on X are proper over ∆.
We have used the standard notation
where C p (X/∆) stands for the relative Barlet space of effective analytic pcycles contained in the fibres X t . The special case of the above conjecture where all the fibres are supposed to be Kähler is well-known and quite easy to prove, but the general case of class C fibres is still elusive. We may even go so far as conjecture the same conclusion when the class C assumption is made to skip one of the fibres.
Conjecture 2.2 Let π : X → ∆ be a complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds such that the fibre X t := π −1 (t) is a class C manifold for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . Then the irreducible components of the relative Barlet space of cycles C(X/∆) are proper over ∆.
Our Proposition 1.2 answers affirmatively the stronger Conjecture 2.2 in the special case of divisors (and even under the weaker ∂∂-lemma assumption which is known to hold on any class C manifold). A tantalising special case of Conjecture 2.2 is the one where the fibres X t with t = 0 are supposed to be even Kähler. The central fibre X 0 is then expected to be class C, but proving the compactness of the irreducible components of its Barlet space of cycles would be a first step towards confirming this expectation.
We will now outline the first moves towards possible solutions of these conjectures that will make the (considerable) difficulties apparent while proving Proposition 1.2 by a crucial application of a result from [Pop09] .
Fix a complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds π : X → ∆ and let n denote the complex dimension of the fibres X t , t ∈ ∆. Recall that all the fibres X t , t ∈ ∆, are a fortiori C ∞ -diffeomorphic to a fixed compact C ∞ -manifold X and that only the complex structure J t of X t varies (holomorphically) with t ∈ ∆ (see e.g. [Kod86] ). Thus the De Rham cohomology groups H k DR (X t , C) of the fibres can be identified with a fixed H k (X, C) for all t ∈ ∆, while the Dolbeault cohomology groups H p, q (X t , C) vary with the complex structure J t .
For every p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, consider the relative Barlet space C p (X/∆) of effective analytic p-cycles on X that are contained in the fibres X t . It is a subspace of the (absolute) Barlet space C p (X) of compact p-cycles on X. Further recall that C(X) := ∪ p C p (X) is the Chow scheme of X (which, by definition, parametrises the compactly supported analytic cycles of X) that Barlet endowed with a natural structure as a Banach analytic set whose irreducible components are finite-dimensional analytic sets (cf. [Bar75] ). Moreover, any irreducible component S of C(X) arises as an analytic family of compact cycles (Z s ) s∈S parametrised by S, while giving an analytic family (Z s ) s∈S of compact cycles of dimension p on X is equivalent to giving an analytic subset
where |Z s | denotes the support of the cycle Z s , such that the restriction to Z of the natural projection on S is proper, surjective and has fibres of pure dimension p (cf. [Bar75, Théorème 1, p. 38]). Recall finally Lieberman's strengthened form ([Lie78, Theorem 1.1]) of Bishop's Theorem [Bis64] : a subset S ⊂ C(X) is relatively compact if and only if the supports |Z s |, s ∈ S, all lie in a same compact subset of X and the ω-volume of Z s is uniformly bounded when s ∈ S for some (hence any) Hermitian metric ω on X. Here, as usual, the ω-volume of a p-cycle Z s ⊂ X is defined to be
where [Z s ] is the current of integration on the cycle Z s . Let us now fix p ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and suppose that the family X = (X t ) t∈∆ satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition 1.2. So X t is merely assumed to have the ∂∂-lemma hold for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ , while no special assumption is made on X 0 . Fix also a family (γ t ) t∈∆ of Hermitian metrics, varying in a C ∞ way with t, on the respective fibres (X t ) t∈∆ . Let (Z t ) t∈∆ ⋆ be a differentiable family of effective analytic (n−p)-cycles such that Z t ⊂ X t for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . The main difficulty in proving the properness predicted by Conjecture 2.2 is to ensure the uniform boundedness of the γ t -volumes of the cycles Z t :
as t approaches 0 ∈ ∆. As we have all freedom of choice for the family of metrics (γ t ) t∈∆ , we will endeavour to find a special choice ensuring the uniform boundedness of the volumes. As every effective (n − p)-cycle Z t = j n j (t) Z j (t) on X t is a finite linear combination with positive integers n j (t) of irreducible analytic subsets Z t ⊂ X t of dimension n − p, the associated De Rham cohomology class
being continuous and integral-class-valued, must be constant. Fix any real
A double upper index r, s will denote throughout the component of pure type (r, s) of the form or current to which the index is attached. Since the current [Z t ] is of pure type (p, p), identifying the pure-type components on either side of the equality, we see that identity (3) is equivalent to the following set of identities for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ :
For all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ , we also have β
The current β ′ t is determined only up to the kernel of d. We now proceed to construct a real C ∞ (2p − 1)-form β t , having the same properties as the current β ′ t , by inductively choosing its pure-type components to be minimal L 2 -norm solutions (w.r.t. γ t ) of the first half of equations (4) for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . Thus, for every t ∈ ∆ ⋆ , let β 0, 2p−1 t be the form of J t -type (0, 2p−1) which is the minimal L 2 -norm solution of the equation (cf. first equation in (4)) :
In other words, β 0, 2p−1 t corrects β ′ 0, 2p−1 t if the latter is not of minimal L 2 -norm among the solutions of the above equation. We have an explicit formula for the minimal L 2 -norm solution :
where ∆ (4)), the∂ t -exactness of the former form is equivalent to the∂ t -exactness of the difference of these two forms, i.e. the∂ t -exactness of : ) is d-closed and also, in an obvious way, ∂ t -exact for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . Then the ∂∂-lemma (which has been supposed to hold on X t for t = 0) implies the∂ t -exactness of ∂ t (β 
This equation does have solutions since we have proved that its left-hand side is∂ t -exact for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . We can thus go on inductively to construct forms β l, 2p−1−l t of J t -type (l, 2p − 1 − l) for all l ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} and all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . Indeed, once β l−1, 2p−l t has been constructed as the minimal L 2 -norm solution of the equation
the pure-type form α
is seen to be∂ t -exact by the same argument using the ∂∂-lemma on X t (t = 0) as the one spelt out above for l = 1. The form β l, 2p−l−1 t is then defined to be the minimal L 2 -norm solution of the equation
In this case, the explicit formula giving the minimal solution reads
is the∂ t -Laplacian defined on the space of (l, 2p − l − 1)-forms of class C ∞ on X t , as recalled earlier. In this fashion we have defined smooth forms β 0, 2p−1 t , β 1, 2p−2 t , . . . , β p−1, p t for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . They satisfy the first p equations (with β t replacing β ′ t ) among the (2p + 1) equations in (4). We then go on to define, for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ , smooth forms β 
Since the form α has been chosen to be real, we take conjugates and see that the forms β p+s, p−s−1 t , s = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, satisfy the last p equations (with β t replacing β ′ t ) among the (2p + 1) equations in (4). If we now set
we obtain a family (β t ) t∈∆ ⋆ of real C ∞ forms of degree 2p − 1 on X varying in a C ∞ way with t ∈ ∆ ⋆ . Moreover, the (2p)-current α − [Z t ] − dβ t is of pure type (p, p) for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ as can be seen from the construction of β t : its pure-type components satisfy the analogues for β t (instead of β ′ t ) of equations (4), except the one involving [Z t ], which amount to the vanishing of all the pure-type components of α − [Z t ] − dβ t , except the one of type (p, p) which is the only one to which [Z t ] contributes. The current α − [Z t ] − dβ t is also d-exact in an obvious way (it equals d(β ′ t − β t )). A final application of the ∂∂-lemma (supposed to hold on X t for every t = 0) shows that α − [Z t ] − dβ t is also ∂ t∂t -exact for t = 0. Thus there exists a family (R t ) t∈∆ ⋆ of (2p − 2)-currents of respective J t -types (p − 1, p − 1) such that
Conclusion 2.3 If the ∂∂-lemma holds on X t for all t ∈ ∆ ⋆ , the γ t -volumes of any C ∞ family of relative (n − p)-cycles (Z t ) t∈∆ ⋆ can be expressed as (14) .
Recall that what is at stake is ensuring that v γt (Z t ) is uniformly bounded as t ∈ ∆ ⋆ approaches 0 ∈ ∆. If γ t is chosen to vary in a C ∞ way with t ∈ ∆ (up to t = 0), the first term in the right-hand side of (15) stays bounded when t varies in a relatively compact neighbourhood U ⋐ ∆ of 0 ∈ ∆, since α is independent of t. The other two terms are problematic as both β t and R t are only defined off t = 0 ∈ ∆.
The first observation is that, when the cycles Z t are divisors (i.e. p = 1), the third term in the right-hand side of (15) can be easily handled. The reason is that the Hermitian metrics γ t of the fibres X t can be chosen as Gauduchon metrics, i.e. such that ∂ t∂t γ n−1 t = 0 for all t ∈ ∆. Indeed, Gauduchon metrics exist on every compact complex manifold (cf. [Gau77]) and, moreover, one can always find a family (γ t ) t∈∆ , varying in a C ∞ way with t, of Gauduchon metrics on the fibres (X t ) t∈∆ of any smooth holomorphic family of compact complex manifolds. The argument for this last (well-known) assertion is recalled, for instance, in [Pop09, section 2]. With this special choice for (γ t ) t∈∆ , Stokes' theorem gives :
so this term vanishes in the case of divisors. However, achieving uniform boundedness for this term in the case of higher codimensional cycles (i.e. for p ≥ 2) is a major challenge.
As for uniformly bounding the term depending on β t in the right-hand side of (15), the difficulty stems from the possible jump of the Hodge numbers h p, q (t) := dim C H p, q (X t , C) at t = 0. The family of strongly elliptic operators (∆ ′′ t ) t∈∆ defined in J t -bidegree (p, q) varies in a C ∞ way with t, while a classical result of Kodaira and Spencer [KS60] ensures that the corresponding family of Green operators (∆ ′′ −1 t ) t∈∆ varies in a C ∞ with t if the dimension (as a C-vector space) of the kernel ker ∆ ′′ t is independent of t ∈ ∆. Since ker ∆ ′′ t is isomorphic to the Dolbeault cohomology space H p, q (X t , C) by the Hodge Isomorphism Theorem, we have differentiability of the families of operators (∆ ′′ −1 t ) t∈∆ (and hence of the families of forms (β l, 2p−l−1 t ) t∈∆ , l =, 1, . . . , p − 1, thanks to the formulae (7) and (11)) if the Hodge numbers h l, 2p−l−1 (t), l =, 1, . . . , p − 1 , of the fibres do not jump at t = 0 ∈ ∆. This condition is fulfilled, for instance, under the hypothesis of Conjecture 2.1 since the class C assumption on the fibres ensures the degeneracy at E • 1 of the Frölicher spectral sequence of each fibre which, in turn, is known to imply local constancy of the Hodge numbers of the fibres. Thus the term depending on β t in the expression (15) for v γt (Z t ) is uniformly bounded when t varies in a relatively compact neighbourhood U ⋐ ∆ of 0 ∈ ∆ under the hypothesis of Conjecture 2.1. However, controlling this term in the more general situation of Conjecture 2.2 poses a major challenge as the Hodge numbers might a priori jump at t = 0 if the class C assumption skips X 0 (unless they can be shown not to do so, which seems a daunting task).
A by-product of these considerations is that the divisor case of Conjecture 2.1 holds true.
End of proof of Proposition 1.2. The statement of Proposition 1.2 falls into the mould of Conjecture 2.1 (even with the weaker ∂∂-lemma assumption over the fibres above ∆ ⋆ replacing the class C one), but only deals with the special case of divisors. Thus p = 1 and the term depending on R t in the expression (15) for v γt (Z t ) vanishes if the metrics (γ t ) t∈∆ are chosen to be Gauduchon metrics, as has been explained above. The major challenge posed by other term, depending on β t , in the right-hand side of (15) has been solved in [Pop09] . Before briefly recalling the argument, we wish to emphasise that the case where p ≥ 2 falls completely outside the method of [Pop09] and of the present paper and is thus widely open.
As p = 1, formula (7) defining β ∂ 0 γ n−1 0 is∂ 0 -exact since the ∂∂-lemma is not known to hold on X 0 . According to [Pop09, Definition 3.1], a Hermitian metric γ 0 on X 0 is said to be a strongly Gauduchon metric if
i.e. if the condition that is needed here is met. (This condition clearly implies the Gauduchon condition). We have shown in [Pop09, Lemma 3.2] that, although a strongly Gauduchon metric need not exist on an arbitrary compact complex manifold, the existence of such a metric γ 0 on X 0 is equivalent to the existence of a real d-closed C ∞ form Ω of degree 2n − 2 on X such that its component of J 0 -type (n − 1, n − 1) is positive definite (i.e. Ω n−1, n−1 0 > 0). Now, if X 0 carries a strongly Gauduchon metric γ 0 , the components Ω n−1, n−1 t of J t -type (n − 1, n − 1) of Ω vary in a C ∞ way with t ∈ ∆ and, therefore, the strict positivity condition is preserved in a small neighbourhood of 0 ∈ ∆ (and thus on the whole ∆ if ∆ is shrunk sufficiently about 0) :
Thus Ω defines a strongly Gauduchon metric on every fibre X t with t ∈ ∆ (after possibly shrinking ∆). This shows that the strongly Gauduchon condition is open in the classical topology of the base under holomorphic deformations. Moreover, since the form Ω is real, the closedness condition dΩ = 0 is equivalent to ∂ t Ω n−1, n−1 t = −∂ t Ω n, n−2 t , t ∈ ∆.
Thus the∂ t -potentials Ω n, n−2 t of ∂ t Ω n−1, n−1 t also vary in a C ∞ way with t ∈ ∆ since they are components of pure J t -type (n, n − 2) of the fixed form Ω.
Conclusion 2.4 Let π : X → ∆ be an arbitrary complex analytic family of compact complex manifolds. Suppose that X 0 carries a strongly Gauduchon metric γ 0 . Then, after possibly shrinking ∆ about 0, there exists a family (γ t ) t∈∆ , varying in a C ∞ way with t, of strongly Gauduchon metrics on the respective fibres (X t ) t∈∆ . Moreover, there exists a family (ζ n, n−2 t ) t∈∆ , varying in a C ∞ way with t, of (2n − 2)-forms on X of respective J t -types (n, n − 2) such that
Here the emphasis is on the differentiable dependence of ζ n, n−2 t on t ∈ ∆. Clearly, the link between the (2n−2)-form Ω mentioned above and the objects of Conclusion 2.4 is γ n−1 t = Ω n−1, n−1 t , ζ t = −Ω n, n−2 t , t ∈ ∆.
To conclude, we now need the following crucial ingredient from [Pop09] .
